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AB5 Committee Report: Stephanie Webb 

 

● As noted below, AB2257 was signed into law by Governor Newsom 9/4/20. The final text 
of the bill, allowing a referral agency exemption and potentially business-to-business 
exemption (according to legal interpretation of the text), may be found at 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB2257 

● Continuing to monitor and participate as needed in the AB5 Coalition comprised of the 8 
sister orgs and other agencies in CA. Some additional practitioners have joined the 
group as well. Attended zoom meetings 7/6, 7/20, 8/3, 8/17, 8/31. (7hr) 

● Following approval of the Board, officially endorsed LAPA, Language Access 
Professionals Association, in support of the legislative work they are doing toward an 
exemption for sign language interpreters and realtime captioners. (30min) 

● 23 June meeting between Dana Arazi and Stephanie Webb. The committee planned to 
develop a vlog for members, highlighting differing viewpoints and potentials of AB5, and 
catching up the membership on the process of the response. (1hr) 

○ Discussed the fact that while the membership determined to pursue an 
exemption, there has been low member response in taking action. As such, 
SCRID will ramp down the level of involvement to a more appropriate work load 
for the committee. We will continue to monitor the issue, continue to hold 
representation in the AB5 Coalition, and pass along action items for those 
interested. 

● CAD Panel and Q&A: 14 July planning meeting with CAD President, a few members of 
the AB5 Coalition, and Neal Tucker, RID Director of Government Affairs and Advocacy. 
The CAD offered their Thursday evening platform for an AB5 Panel and Q&A session. 
This was held Thursday 23 July 6-7p. The primary goal was to educate Deaf and HoH 
consumers of the potential impacts of AB5 on them, and undertake action items during 
the session. Secondarily, interpreters and captioners were invited as well. Voice 
interpreters and RTC were donated by members of the AB5 Coalition. 

○ Following the meeting, I located two interpreter representatives to participate, 
and assisted with other organizational and planning measures. (4hr) 

○ Tech Runs (2x1hr); Panel/Q&A (1hr) 
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● 17 July phone meeting with Neal Tucker, who offered RID support in sharing information. 
From this call I discovered SCRID is able to quarterly request the emails of all CA 
members, and use those in our actions. I submitted a request for this email list 7/17. 
(1hr) 

● The RID President called an emergency meeting of CA AC Presidents 7/23 to inquire 
after collective response to AB5. Due to requests he had received to speak on behalf of 
RID with various legislators, he did not want to overstep bounds. From this meeting it 
was determined that each AC would draft a position statement requesting the 
exemptions. These, along with a letter from the RID President, were then submitted to 
key Senators 7/27. Altogether, CA AC Presidents and the RID President met to plan and 
support each other 7/23, 7/25 and 7/26 (3hr mtg, 1hr SCRID letter) 

● AB 1850 moved into session with the legislature July 27th. The greatest opportunity to 
get exemption language for our profession added to the bill was prior to it going into 
committee, ie before the Senate reconvened. 

○ Scheduled and sent email reminders to all RID members in CA with 
publicly-listed emails (registry received by RID: Neal Tucker). Reminders were 
sent with 7, 5, 3, 2, and 1-day advance notice of 7/27. (2hr) 

● AB 1850 was merged with AB2257, the other “AB5 cleanup bill” and heard by the Labor 
Committee 8/5. Bill passed. 

○ Scheduled and sent email reminders to all RID members in CA with 
publicly-listed emails, responding immediately for any requests to unsubscribe 
(4-5 received thus far). Reminders were sent with 3, 2, 1 and same-day notice of 
8/5. (2hr) 

● AB2257 was heard by the Appropriations Committee 8/17. Bill passed. 

○ Reviewed amendment language individually and with the Coalition. Submitted 
recommendations and rationale for edits to a spoken language interpreter in 
northern CA who has close ties to the senators in this work. (1hr) 

○ Scheduled and sent 8/16 email update to all RID members in CA with 
publicly-listed emails, responding immediately for any requests to unsubscribe. 
(0.5hr) 

● AB2257 passed the Senate & Assembly 8/31, and was signed into law by Governor 
Newsom 9/4. 

○ Sent 8/21 email update on new amendment language to the list of CA RID 
members, with a call to action to request a grace period for certification 
requirements. (1hr) 

○ Sent 9/3 final email update requesting calls and emails to the governor in support 
of AB2257. (1hr) 
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● 03 August phone meeting with a Spanish/English interpreter in Northern CA, who has 
been working closely with a Senator on an exemption for interpreters. (1hr) 

● Meetings with Legislators (5hrs): 

○ 7/21/22 11a - 12p Marlon Lara, staffer to Sen. Pan 
○ 7/22/20 4p - 5p Jason Weitz, staff to Sen. Atkins 
○ 8/5/20 1:30p - 4:30p Senate Labor Committee Hearing including AB2257 

● Again researched CA lobbying requirements and restrictions for 501(c)(3) organizations. 
California lobbying disclosure rules, governed by the California Political Reform Act, are 
designed to require only those with sustained lobbying activities or expenses to file. 
SCRID has engaged in all lobbying activity, both direct and grassroots, on a volunteer 
basis. We have not hired a lobbyist, nor spent $5000 in a calendar quarter on lobbying 
efforts. As such, we are not required to file or disclose lobbying activities. (1hr) 

○ According to the IRS, "no organization may qualify for section 501(c)(3) status if 
a substantial part of its activities is attempting to influence legislation (commonly 
known as lobbying). A 501(c)(3) organization may engage in some lobbying, but 
too much lobbying activity risks loss of tax-exempt status." The determination of 
substantivity is made on a case-by-case basis based on both time spent, by 
volunteers and staff, and expenses. 

○ For future lobbying activities, it is recommended to inquire about the following 
with a CPA: “To minimize risk, a 501(c)(3) would do well to make the 501(h) 
election to know for sure how much lobbying it can safely engage in. Such 
non-profits can choose the “expenditure test” by filling out IRS Form 5768 
annually and referring to IRS charts indicating how much they can on spend on 
lobbying based on their program service budget.” 
-https://charitylawyerblog.com/2019/02/25/nonprofits-political-activities/ 

● While the AB5 Coalition is thrilled to have obtained an exemption, there are still concerns 
with certain language and allowances. Many participants expect to begin work during the 
next legislative session in an attempt to finesse this language. At that point, it would be 
advised that SCRID evaluate goals of the coalition’s efforts and redetermine SCRID’s 
level of participation, if any. 

● Remaining committee responsibilities prior to dissolution of the ad hoc committee: 
Submit a summary of political activities engaged in to the RID as a part of the annual 
Affiliate Chapter Report, having an extended 2020 due date of 15 November. 
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